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Due to the inherently averaging over image subspaces
(interrogation areas), the spatial resolution achieved by PIV
is strongly dependent on the size of the interrogation areas.
Even sub-pixel shift and deformation of the interrogation
areas according to pre-estimates of the velocity field and its
gradients, do not substantially improve the situation.
Principally, the deformation of the entire consecutive images
based on a pre-estimate of the velocity field can perform
better, since the deformation's degree of freedom is related
to the grid of velocity estimates. It is commonly assumed
that with a high overlap of neighboring interrogation areas in
combination with an iterative correction of the estimated
velocity field the spatial resolution is better than the nominal
resolution of the interrogation area size. Well known
instabilities of the iteration can be avoided either by
low-pass filtering the velocity data or using a weighted
correlation of the interrogation areas, which has a frequency
response function with only positive values.
At first glance, the second option seems to be ideal for
achieving a high spatial resolution without loosing the
robustness of larger interrogation areas. Unfortunately, the
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velocity estimation based on the position of the correlation
peak is a highly non-linear procedure. Furthermore, the
information content of the images is given by the
distribution of the tracer particles at random positions.
Therefore, the real behavior of the procedure is less ideal.
Applications of this technique have shown remaining
instabilities, leading to artifacts, like in Fig. 1. Some vectors
show a false result, i.e. the correlation peaks lie at the wrong
position. Our investigations show that those deviations are
not caused by instabilities. We find that the correction of the
velocity field decreases monotonic with an increasing
number of iterations, while the actual error increases and the
iteration converges to the false value, as shown exemplarily
in Fig. 2.
This effect is fundamental to all PIV image deformation
techniques, and it occurs also for the non-weighted
estimation procedure. A stabilizing low-pass filter can
average fluctuations, however, it cannot prevent this error.
This paper investigates the reason for this effect and how it
can be controlled.

Fig. 2 Correction and error over the number of iteration
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